PULL BOX & LOOPS INSTALLATION

1. Pull box with steel ring & cover
2. Type "A" loop (typ.)
3. Type "D" loop (typ.)
4. Loop cables (loop cables not in sawcut shall be covered with sand & patched with asphalt. Concrete shall not be placed around wires.)
5. Pull box with steel ring & cover per city std. S-14. Cover to be marked "ELECT."
6. Loop cables
7. 2" conduit sleeve (through wall of box.)
8. P.C.C. collar
9. 2" conduit sleeve to #5 pull box (one conduit for each set of loops.) Do not enter through box wall.

PULL BOX WITH STEEL RING & COVER

10. Type "A" loops (4 turns)
11. Type "D" loop (6 turns)

INDUCTIVE LOOPS FOR TRAFFIC SIGNALS
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